TRANSPORTATION & MOBILITY

VIRTUAL GARAGE

Boost marketing campaigns
& enhance buying experiences

HOW DO INDUSTRY
SALES & MARKETING
TEAMS OPTIMIZE
IMPACT & RESULTS
OF THEIR CAMPAIGNS
AND BUYING
EXPERIENCES?

Transportation industries are on a quest to deliver outstanding product and service
support to their customers. But how can marketing and sales managers ensure they
get all exact vehicle information consistently and early, shared across all communication
channels, devices and local markets - even prior to productproduction?
VIRTUAL GARAGE Industry Solutions deliver stunning product focused, automotive
sales and marketing material, tools, and event experiences for both B2B and B2C
audiences. Developed specifically for the vehicle industry, it lets your company improve
the speed, quality, and reach of your digital product promotions and customer
engagement activities across all brands and products.

Get Attention That Inspires Action/Results
Stunning, memorable campaigns help to differentiate your
product in a highly competitive market, leaving your target
audience wanting more. However, content production is expensive and creative options limited; prototypes may be unavailable in time for a pre-launch photo or film shoot, while budget
restrictions limit the type of scenes. Limited too are the number
of product variants that can be captured in a single shoot, forcing you to compromise on creative options and limiting campaign localization for global markets.

Win Over Customers with Stunning, 3D In-store
Experiences
Automotive dealerships face significant operational challenges,
such as increasing floor costs, expensive sample logistics,
and customers´ insatiable appetite for novel product experiences. To make a showroom visit worth the trip, dealers also
need to give their visitors something special – unique digital
product interaction that goes beyond the capacity of standard
online configurators. Virtual Garage for Showroom is a Dassault
Systèmes solution that uses state-of-the-art Point-of-Sale
(POS) configurators to present to consumers the entire product
range in all variants with an incredible level of detail, interactivity, and realism.
Sustaining a coherent and solid offering across markets is a
major challenge for both vehicle manufacturers and dealers. For
this reason, Virtual Garage for Showroom offers a central database, which ensures product information is consistent and up
to date - no matter the language or geography. Virtual Garage
for Showroom lets sales staff showcase all product options and
detailed specifications, accelerating and enhancing the sale
and ordering process.

Steal the Show with Emotional Staging at Events
First impressions matter. From dealerships to trade fairs and
special events, vehicle manufacturers are constantly looking for
fresh new ways to wow their audiences with high-impact, scalable experiences that secure immediate customer buy-in.
The Virtual Garage for Events solution by Dassault Systèmes
creates amazing vehicle stage and event experiences that communicate brand or specific product themes to your target audience in the most captivating way possible. Be heard by the
media, consumers, and attract the attention of brand and
product champions.

VIRTUAL GARAGE SOLUTION BENEFITS:
• Extend your product and brand reach, while increasing sales
• Accelerate quality content production leveraging existing data
• Enhance brand engagement with innovative, realistic experiences
• Improve the buying experience, while increasing sales options
• Leverage the power of photorealistic, real-time presentations
• Maximize speed, quality and reach of digital product promotion

Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides
a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE® Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations.
Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social
innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 190,000 customers of all sizes in all
industries in more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.
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